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Rental concept Easy Care
Are you looking for an addition to your current equipment, a temporary replacement or are you starting a pro-
ject where you need a specific compressor or compressed air system? Then we would be happy to help you
rental concept Easy Care. Depending on your wishes, you can rent everything you need from us. Think of com-
pressors, compressed air tanks, refrigeration dryers, buffer cylinders etc.
We also take care of the inspection and maintenance of the rented equipment for you. Inspection and mainte-
nance not only includes the equipment itself, but also the piping system is checked for leaks and / or
damages. Maintenance is carried out in accordance with factory specifications and adapted to the environment 
and / or user conditions.

Below we have listed the 7 advantages of this unique rental concept:

1. No large-scale investments in your machine park, so that more investment space is possible for your  
 core business;

2. Renting with a fixed amount per month does not affect the cash flow and provides durability in the cost  
 calculations;

3. No worries about maintenance and inspections;

4. Faults and repairs must only be reported by telephone, the implementation and solution are fully taken  
 care of;

5. Replacement of parts and / or components is included (depending on your concept choice);

6. Replacement of the compressor, refrigeration dryer, filter installation, or other components in case of  
 calamities is included;

7. After a certain age or running hours, the installation will be replaced by us and you will always have an  
 up-to-date installation.
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Specification table rental concept 
Easy Care
We offer the Easy Care rental concept of Compressor Service Techniek on 3 different levels:
•	 Rental concept Basic I 
•	 Rental concept Total Care II
•	 Rental concept Total Care III

On the basis of the table, you can choose to pay the additional costs for assembly and maintenance yourself, but 
you can also submit the full care for your rented equipment to us. You then pay a fixed amount
amount per month and prevents additional costs.

In the attached schedule you will find clear and clear all the specifications of the different rental concepts that 
we offer.

 Basic I  Total Care II Total Care III

Suitable for: High and low pressure High and low pressure High pressure

Inspection costs Including Including Including

Malfunction - reparair Including* Including* Including*

Maintenance - travelling costs Excluding Including Including

Maintenance - inspection Excluding** Including Including

Visit mechanic for maintenance - controle Excluding Including Including

Consumables Excluding Excluding Including

Placement space Excluding Excluding Excluding

Power supply / connection Excluding Excluding Excluding

Ventilation Excluding Excluding Excluding

* Costs for malfunction and repair are always at our expense unless the cause of the malfunction or repair is caused by third parties.
** Maintenance is carried out by CST on the basis of subsequent calculation, and is carried out at least once a year or more often, if the 
 operating hours give reason to do so.

In all cases, you lease the hardware as included in the lease. In all cases, the rented equipment must be paid 
monthly.

You are responsible for the placement space, insurance, power supply, connection
and ventilation of the installations. With rental concepts Basic I and Total Care II, you must pay for the purchase 
of the filter cartridges.
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Rental trailer
Compressor Service Techniek also has a trailer available for rental, which we can furnish entirely 
with the installation you require.

After consultation, our technicians furnish this trailer to your liking and you can use it at the lo-
cation you want. Ideal for projects of a temporary nature that still require good installation.


